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SFG Care+ Features

We have an alternative to traditional health insurance. Since 2019, over $18 million in medical

expenses for members have been shared, thus, saving them 40-60% on their overall healthcare

costs. A great, affordable healthcare option for thousands of families in the United States. 

Care+
SFG

SFG Care+

Security for those unexpected medical 
events with your membership in the SFG 
Care community.

PREVENTIVE CARE
Annual provider visits and other 
preventive services are available to you 
without the need to meet your IUA. 

PRESCRIPTION SHARING
SFG Care+ members have access to 
discounted prescriptions from any 
pharmacy.

MENTAL HEALTH
SFG Care+ has partnered with Mazzitti & 
Sullivan mental health resources and 
counseling to our members. TELEMEDICINE

Teladoc provides unlimited office visits 24/7 
with no consultation fee. Skip the wait at the 
doctor’s office and get care from home.

$



SFG Care+ - Rates
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$173
$345
$345
$518

AGE RANGE TIER

18-29

$1000 IUA

$115
$230
$230
$403

$2500 IUA

$86
$173
$173
$288
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$201
$374
$374
$518

30-49

$138
$259
$259
$403

$115
$230
$230
$345

EE
ES
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$288
$518
$518
$748

50-64

$230
$403
$403
$575

$144
$345
$345
$489

$5000 IUA



How SFG Care+ 
Membership Works?

Choose a membership that
works best for you and your 
budget. Contribute toward

the  community each month.

Take advantage of free preventive 
care services, telemedicine, and 
prescription sharing to keep you 

and your family healthy.

AGE 18-29ENROLL LIVE HEALTHY SHARE

When you experience an eligible 
medical need, submit a request, 
pay your pre-determined initial 
unshareable amount (IUA), and

let the community share the rest.
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This year completely changed the way we view employee health, wellness and safety. Human resources and 
benefits leaders at organizations are working hard to address the needs of their employees, some of whom 
are facing the most difficult challenges presented by the pandemic.

Whether your workers are on the assembly line, unloading trucks, stocking store shelves or behind their desk 
in the office or at home, they share today’s healthcare concerns.

An innovative healthcare that has overcome the early challenges of telehealth - including accessibility, 
convenience, ease of use - to deliver text first care that immediately connects employees with a live doctor. 
Not a bot. It’s private, convenient and helps your employees get answers, wherever they are.

No copays, no appointments
Text-first, on-demand care
Integrated care for all types of health concerns - including behavioral health
Coverage in all 50 states
Dependents included
Mobile, mobile web and desktop
Custom navigation to in-network resources and your specific invested solutions
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A New and Better Way



Experience Results
That Matter*
As organizations carefully consider the increasing cost of care, they

need today's virtual care solution with proven ROI.

employee

93%

satisfaction

18%
utilization

rates

83%
om-platforms

resolution

An average savings per encounter of $398

 

We Help Keep Your Team Safe & Healthy
Our integrated care team resolves more issues for employees, literally transforming the type of care that is performed

virtually. SFG Care is helping keep employees safe and healthy, with the care of a doctor literally available at the touch of an app.

Get started. Get the app for your team. Contact us at AskUs@SteeleFG.com

Members may access our primary, pediatric, women’s health and behavioral health board-certified physicians on their

own time, whenever and wherever. Through a convenient web and mobile experience, members are free to text directly

with our providers to get the answers they need, including access to additional support. This solution will be accessible

via secure text (with image share, phone, and videoavailable) 24/7 and 365 days per year in all 50 states.

As Easy as Texting a Friend

BREAKTHROUGH LEGACY BARRIERS Get on-demand care and enhance your benefits package with care 
your employees will love to use. Through our virtual care services, employees in all 50 states receive:

Immediate access to care from live physicians

Custom navigation to your invested resources

Integrated care, which begins with an expert physician, and continues through to multi-speciality areas 
your employees may need - including behavioral health

Text-first care that takes place wherever, whenever the employee needs

*Based on ongoing analytics on individual and aggregated customer data.
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Stress Management, Relationships, Emotional Wellbeing, Legal Documents,
Health, Personal Growth, Recipes, Webinars, Assessment, Newsletter, &
Wellness Videos

Life Care for Life Challenges

   

   

   

   

   

    

 

 

Member Assistance Plan Services MAP Plan

Live Person Answering 24/7/365 X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Covers Member and the Entire Household

Website for Life Resources

Virtual, Face to Face, and Telephonic Assessments & Coaching

Renewable sessions - Receive 4 more sessions after a 2 month break since the
last session. Up to 12 annually per person in the home.  

Virtual Orientations

Access to online live chat feature

Unlimited telephonic support for life challenges
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855-557-8555
www.steelefg.com

With a strict commitment to quality care, adherence to the highest

ethical standards and constant attention to administrative

responsiveness, speed and accuracy...

WE WORK FOR YOUR

BENEFITS


